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New invention makes garden trampolines safer and more fun to use. 
 
The new accessory is called JumpXfun and turns the classic garden trampoline into a bungee 
trampoline. This allows you to bounce much higher and do far more tricks – while being much 
safer. 
 
The new invention consists of specially designed pipes and rubber bands which are to be fastened 
on your garden trampoline. Now your trampoline has been transformed into a trampoline of the 
same type as those you know in a larger format from markets and holiday sites. JumpXfun makes 
it possible to do complicated tricks which are normally discouraged on garden trampolines.  
 
Danish engineer behind the invention 
Jeppe Grenåe the Danish entrepreneur behind JumpXfun. He has a background in engineering 
from the Technical University of Denmark (DTU) and is the father of two boys aged 8 and 12 years. 
The idea for the bungee trampoline came to Jeppe one afternoon when a neighbor's son was 
injured bouncing on a garden trampoline: 
  
- I thought, it must be possible to achieve the same level of security on garden trampolines as 

on the big bungee trampolines. It’s just amazing that the children have found renewed joy in 
trampolining, because they now can do somersaults and bounce twice as high as before, says 
Jeppe Grenåe. 

 
Greater safety – more possibilities 
Each year, 100.000 children end up at the emergency room after a trampolining injury. Jeppe 
explains that JumpXfun can help reduce this number significantly: 
 
- JumpXfun holds the jumper firmly in the center of the trampoline, preventing bouncing over 

the edge of the trampoline. At the same time the rubber bands and harness, you are strapped 
into, ensure that you do not land upside down on the trampoline.  

 
Physiotherapist Dorthe Hviid sees many opportunities in the invention, precisely because of 
safety. 

 
- Anyone can use it. Even disabled children and adults who have not previously bounced on 

garden trampolines. Less strain on legs and bones, making it an option for rehabilitation, the 
elderly or just for fun exercise, she says. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
  
To learn more please visit:  
www.jumpXfun.com  Contact: fun@jumpXfun.com              Jeppe Grenåe tel: +45 24 21 32 88 

Facts about JumpXfun 

 Can be mounted on ordinary garden trampolines. 
 Increased security – making it possible to do more tricks and bounce 

higher. 
 Certified by TÜV (German Technical Inspection Association) for use from 3 

years on-wards and up to a maximum weight of 100 kg. 
 Fun exercise – 10 minutes bouncing with JumpXfun equals 30 minutes of 

running. 
 JumpXfun can be purchased from 1 October 2017 on indiegogo.com 


